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Abstract—The consumption of video contents is currently dominating the traffic observed in ISP networks. The distribution of that content is usually performed leveraging on CDN caches storing and delivering multimedia. The advent of virtualization is bringing attention to the CDN as use case for virtualizing the cache function. In parallel, there is a trend on sharing network infrastructures as a way of reducing deployment costs by ISPs. Then, an interesting scenario emerges when considering the possibility of sharing virtualized cache functions among ISPs sharing a common physical infrastructure, mostly considering that usually those ISPs offer similar content catalogues to final end users. This paper investigates through simulations the potential efficiencies that can be achieved when sharing a virtual cache function if compared to the classical approach of independent virtual caches operated per ISP.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Video traffic is becoming nowadays the killer application for service providers’ networks, and it will be probably the dominant component of the overall traffic in the future. The raise of multiple offers from multiple video platforms, either directly owned by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) or offered by Over-The-Top (OTT) content providers, such as Netflix, Amazon Prime, HBO, etc., is effectively changing the network demand landscape. Being this fact already true for streaming content, it will be even increased when considering in the near future other flavors of multimedia delivery, such as gaming or virtual reality.

According to analysis from the telco industry [1], video traffic in 2020 represents the 66% of all mobile data traffic, with the perspective of increasing up to 77% in 2026. The same occurs for fixed networks, where e.g. TV’s generate the largest component of the traffic per device in Western Europe [2], with residential users moving from offline to online activity, in parallel with the improvement in video formats, especially the Ultra-High-Definition (UHD) or 4K. Some estimations consider that the number of installed flat-panel TV supporting UHD will raise from 33% in 2018 to 66% by 2023 [3], then favoring the demand of higher resolution on-line contents.

Such a huge amount of content is served leveraging on overlay Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), which allow servicing contents in a scalable manner. A number of distributed delivery points or caches store the content and deliver copies of it locally, alleviating the demand in terms of capacity needed in the transport network, since that content would be required to obtain remotely, otherwise. Those caches can be found at the border of the ISP networks or even internal to them. The latter is the current trend, in where multiple caches from different content providers (i.e., from the own ISP but also from third parties) are deployed internally to the network, delivering the content in proximity producing the reduction of bandwidth at higher layers in the network topology, but also the perceived latency, leading to which is named as sub-millisecond Internet [4].

The advent of network virtualization has brought the attention on the possibility of considering the CDNs and the caching of content as a relevant use case. For instance, it can permit the dynamic deployment and flexible instantiation of caches in the network on top of virtualized infrastructures. Thus, both Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) paradigms have look at the CDNs in their specifications [5][6]. Furthermore, traditional CDN providers have also moved into the virtualization arena by providing virtualized solutions of their CDN solutions like Akamai [7] or Amazon [8].

Thinking on the OTT content providers, the aforementioned trend of increase on the video consumption implies that subscribers from different ISPs in a given geographical area practically consume the same kind of content from a reduced number of content providers, if not actually the same, independently of the ISPs they are subscribed to.

On the other hand, it is becoming common the fact of sharing infrastructures among service providers [9][10][11]. This is due to the need of reducing investments for improving margins. Such a sharing implies to host services of competitor ISPs on top of a single and common infrastructure, and/or hosting directly Virtual Network Operators (VNOs) not having any infrastructure at all, or very limited.

The sharing scenario, as mentioned, can be implemented by one ISP sharing its infrastructure to others, or by neutral operators opening their infrastructures to third party ISPs. Such kind of operators are commonly known as Infrastructure Providers (InPs).

From an operational perspective, the effective way of implementing the sharing of infrastructures is expected to be through the adoption of network slicing [12][13], allowing the recreation of a virtually dedicated network for each of the ISPs or VNOs in the area, while using a common physical infrastructure (we will just refer from now on to ISPs in a general way for simplicity). Then, a network slice per ISP can contain all the services offered for their respective subscribers, including the necessary caches for providing video contents. This helps to reduce the traffic and associated costs in the transport network.

The network functions in the allocated slice, like the caches referred before, will be in the form of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). In principle, those VNFs can be instantiated separately, dedicated per ISP. However, when looking at video cache function itself, thinking on the fact that most of the OTTs will be common to all the ISPs supported by a certain InP, and also considering that the content offering itself will be also the same, the necessity of having multiple
instances of the same function instead of sharing a single one can be questioned. Reasons for this are the potential benefits and efficiencies that can be achieved in terms of consumed compute and storage resources, as well as others like energy efficiency.

Fortunately, NFV specifications consider the possibility of sharing VNFs among virtualized services [14], then open the door to optimize the deployment and usage of network functions, that in this particular case implies leveraging on the same virtualized cache instance for all the ISPs.

The motivation of this paper is to answer the question on what can be the achievable efficiency if following the approach of cache sharing. In order to answer that question we perform simulations by observing the number of contents consumed for a base of subscribers of distinct ISPs in different scenarios. This permits to understand on which conditions this can be desirable and derive some deployment guidelines.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents related work for each of the aspects this paper addresses, namely the integration of CDN and ISPs, the on-demand instantiation of CDN cache end points, and the sharing of VNFs in network slices. Section III describes the network scenario under evaluation, for the comparison of the shared vs non-shared virtual cache approach. The simulation framework used for analyzing the case of interest is introduced in Section IV. Next, Section V performs an analysis of the achieved efficiencies, discussing the obtained results. Section VI realizes assessment of the solution from an economic point of view. Finally, Section VII provides conclusions and proposes future lines of work.

II. RELATED WORK

This work is a confluence of several trends in the industry, namely the integration of CDNs on service providers’ networks, the provision of virtualized CDN capabilities in a virtualized on-demand manner, and the sharing of virtual network functions on network slicing.

This section provides an overview of these areas of knowledge, providing state-of-the-art works for reference.

A. Integration of CDN on service providers’ networks

CDNs have been for long a subject of research in the pursuit of a tighter integration into ISP networks. This is mainly because CDNs permit the reduction of traffic volumes, especially for peering and transit layers. Different models of integration can be considered.

The most basic scenario is the one of interconnection between the ISP and the content provider through a peering or transit agreement [15]. With this approach the content enters the network in a higher layer in the topology. The main advantage of this scenario is basically shortening the transport paths from the origin of the content and stabilizing the delays on transmission [16]. Other alternative is the direct interconnection of caches, e.g. the ones from the OTT with the ones from an ISP, as proposed by initiatives like [17] or [18].

For caches being deployed in the internals of the ISP network, one model is the direct operation of the CDN by the ISP, who owns in consequence the CDN infrastructure together with the transport network, and then can provide harmonized control, network planning and operation of both. Analysis of the effectiveness of CDNs operated by ISPs can be found in [19], [20] and [21]. Reference [19] discusses the beneficial impacts on the reduction of traffic due to the deployment of caches and how characterizing the popularity of the content consumed in the network. In [20] the authors analyze the advantages of commonly planning the location of the CDN caches considering the topology of the network. Recent work in [21] proposes a further integration of the CDN and the ISP network by leveraging on BGP-LS [22] for advertising topological information and ALTO server [23] for automatically providing the CDN with up-to-date network and cost maps.

Finally, another model is given by the deployment on ISP networks of caches from OTTs (e.g., Netflix, Akamai, etc.) through bilateral agreements among the parties. As these services are quite popular, the advantage of doing so is the reduction of traffic internal to the network. Also, as described before, there is a notable reduction on the perceived delay [4]. For instance, reference [24] explores different collaboration schemas between ISPs and CDN providers in a virtualized environment. However, this other model of integration can become less effective since the logic for selecting the caches to deliver the content when a subscriber request is received is on the hands of the content provider, so that decision is usually not aware of the underlying network circumstances. This can provoke not optimal decision on some occasions impacting the perceived QoE [25].

B. CDN as a Service

The flexibility brought by NFV has generated the possibility of dynamically instantiating caches. This on-demand approach is generically termed in the literature as CDN as a Service (CDNaaS). Some previous works have concentrated in the possibility of virtualizing and dynamically instantiating CDN nodes in the cloud.

The authors in [26] propose an architecture for on-demand virtual CDN service instantiation that could be used by OTTs requesting resources dynamically on top of a telco cloud by means APIs. Similarly reference [27] describes a CDNaaS platform enabling the dynamic creation of slices for CDNs spanning multiple cloud domains and analyzing different strategies of placement for the virtualized cache nodes. This is extended to the concept of slicing in [28].

The work in [29] provides a mathematical framework to calculate the success rate of different tiers of virtualized CDNs taking into account the QoE of the subscribers and the resources used by the virtualized cache nodes. In [30] the authors propose a Big Data architecture fulfilling the ETSI NFV guidelines, allowing to control the virtualized components of a cloud-based CDN for minimizing the CDN costs while ensuring the highest quality on the service delivery.

C. VNF sharing

Network services are usually deployed as a concatenation or chain of network functions. When going in a virtualized manner, services are represented for instantiation as a graph of interacting and interconnected VNFs. Potentially, same kind of functions could be part of different network services. In that situations, common VNF instances could be potentially shared among services.

VNF sharing has been studied in the literature mainly from the perspective of the service deployment and placement, targeting the optimization of the network embedding problem,
usually looking for the higher ratio of physical resource utilization and cost reduction, at the time of honoring more service requests, as studied in [31][32][33].

D. Summary

The related work overviewed here shows an important background in the exploration of mechanisms for improving the efficiency on the usage of resources in operational ISP networks. With the CDN case, the networking resources can be optimized through the reduction of the traffic delivered in the network. In addition to that, through the sharing of VNFs, compute resources can be optimized, as well.

The virtualization paradigm permits to deploy CDN caches in a virtualized fashion, as VNFs. Considering the fact that popular contents are concentrated on the hands of few content providers, ISPs deploying network slices on top of the facilities of the same InP could potentially share the VNF instances implementing such caches. Thus, it is possible to conjugate both the efficiency due to the deployment of CDNs and the efficiencies due to the sharing of caches.

In the following sections we quantify such efficiencies through the analysis of a variety of scenarios simulating diverse demands under different conditions.

III. NETWORK SCENARIO UNDER EVALUATION

Figure 1 illustrates the scenario under evaluation. It is assumed that different ISPs make use of a common infrastructure provided by an InP. Note that one of those ISPs could play also the role of InP in a given geographical area.

It is also assumed that those ISPs in such area served a common set of contents, provided e.g. by an OTT that maintains separated commercial agreements with all those ISPs. Thus, the ISPs essentially have a similar content offer for all the base of end-users in the area, achieving service differentiation by other means (e.g., price competition, bundle of offers, etc.)

The OTT initially performs the content distribution by means of virtual caches (vCaches), in the form of VNFs, deployed on top of the InP infrastructure. Each vCache will store the contents demanded by the customer base of each of the ISPs in that particular area. When considering a separate instances of virtual cache per ISP, this means that each vCache will be dedicated for a given ISP.

However, since the catalogue of contents offered by the OTT are the same for all the set of ISPs, in principle it is possible to deliver all the demanded contents from a common virtual cache instance just managing the distinct subscriptions differentiating the delivery of the content for each of the ISPs, e.g. by using different Ethernet vlans in the connection to each network slice per ISP. That is, a certain content “Content-A”, instead of being replicated through different virtual cache instances (one per ISP) is contained in a single virtual cache instance but being delivered to the corresponding ISPs demanding such content.

This is relevant since the efficiency of caching increases with the number of end users being served, since there will be higher coincidence in the kind of content demanded by the users. This is evident for the more popular contents, but also happens for the less popular ones. Thus, sharing the vCache has the effect of concentrating the end-user demands, which should reduce the overall number of contents to be cached in an area.

IV. SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

In order to understand to what extent we can achieve efficiency when following the approach of cache sharing, we perform some simulations based on the number of contents consumed for a base of subscribers of distinct ISPs in different scenarios. This permits to understand on which conditions this can be desirable. A number of metrics are considered for the comparison, based on the different usage of resources in the two scenarios.

We will consider a network divided in areas as the ones represented in Fig. 1. The objective of the simulation is to understand what the amount of contents demanded in the network is, and how that number impacts in shared vs non-shared vCache scenario.

A. Content popularity model

The preference of content visualization by end users in IPTV, Video-on-Demand (VoD) and cache systems in general is commonly modeled by a power-law distribution known as Zipf function [34][35][36]. The Zipf function states that the occurrence of a certain event (here, the tuning of a multicast channel for IPTV or the selection of a certain unicast content in a VoD system) is determined by:
where \( k \) is a constant value, \( x \) the rank or popularity of the event in the distribution, and \( \alpha \) the factor which characterizes the skewness of the distribution. Then, the frequency or probability that predicts the eligibility of an event is provided by:

\[
\frac{1}{x^{\alpha}} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{1}{n^\alpha} \right)
\]

(2)

Where \( N \) is the total number of ranked elements. As \( \alpha \) increases, the popularity of the first ranked events increases, while the distribution tail concentrates less occurrences. Here we will consider 0.6 and 0.9 as reference values for \( \alpha \) in line with the observations in [36].

B. Number and size of contents

The amount of available on-demand contents to be consumed either live or in an on-demand fashion has continuously increased along the time. Even if such increase applies to both types of content, the order of scale differs. In the case of live content, usual values nowadays could stay around few hundreds of contents. For the VoD case, the quantity considered can be even higher than ten thousand.

Several factors have contributed to this. On one hand, the proliferation of OTT video platforms have augmented significantly the number of contents in their respective catalogues, generating a very broad multimedia offer. Secondly, it usually occurs that the same multimedia content is coded differently (e.g., Smooth Streaming, DASH, HLS, etc.) adapting it to multiple receiver platforms and players, then creating differentiated copies of the same content which are consumed also differently depending on the acceptance of a given player.

There are also differences between live and VoD contents regarding their lifetime. Live content usually is stored in the cache during few hours, as much, since further than that time the content can be considered no longer live. This time in the cache allows users accessing late to the content, but yet interested in a recent event, to be served. Once that time is exceeded, the profile in the consumption of that content can be considered as passing to the category of on-demand.

The on-demand content can usually stay in the caches for longer, typically up to the time that the capacity of the cache is exhausted, then requiring to make storage space available for newer content being demanded.

For the analysis in this paper we will generically consider on-demand content as the subject of interest for the end-users. In addition to that, a common and unique coding of the content will be assumed for simplification. Here, a typical content will be considered to be coded for an average bit rate of 5 Mbps and an average duration of 80 minutes, requiring then ~ 2.8 GB of storage in the vCache (as observed in an actual commercial ISP network).

C. ISPs and end-users

In open, competitive markets, the base of end-users will be considered to be coded for an average bit rate of 5 Mbps while the distribution tail concentrates less occurrences. Here the popularity of the first ranked events increases, the number of live contents usually is stored in the cache allows users accessing late to the content, but yet interested in a recent event, to be served. Once that time is exceeded, the profile in the consumption of that content can be considered as passing to the category of on-demand.

D. Number of vCaches in the network

The number of locations where to deploy vCaches is another axis of dimensioning. In the context of this analysis, it can be understood as the number of Points of Presence (PoPs), Central Offices (COs) or edge nodes (thinking on a more distributed deployment with high capillarity) where a vCache could be instantiated. It is assumed that on each of those locations there is sufficient compute infrastructure to host the vCache in terms of processing capacity, storage, etc.

The number of locations depends on the size of the country to be served, the distribution of the population (i.e., density) and the availability of physical infrastructures (sites, transmission, etc). The selected locations do not necessary need to be at the same hierarchical level in a layered network topology, that is, some of them could be considered at the edge of the network while others being more centralized. The criteria followed in this analysis will consider simply the total number of users being served by each vCache, where such total number will be divided among the ISPs as described before.

Here we will explore the behaviour of distributing the users in a number of locations with vCache ranging from 100 to 1000. The former can represent the number of PoPs concentrating main distribution areas (at region/province level) in a mid-size country, while the latter can represent the number of central offices in such a country. This is compatible, for instance, with the number of aggregation (the former) and pre-aggregation (the latter) sites considered in other reference networks like in [37]. The results however can be extrapolated to any other number of vCaches present in the network.

E. Modelling the assignment of end-users to desired content, ISPs and vCaches

For each of the simulated preference of end users, the simulation firstly identifies the content desired by the user, then associates that end user to one of the ISPs, and finally assigns him/her to one of the vCaches. With that, once the modelling is finished, it is possible to quantify how many different contents are stored per vCache. That quantification essentially considers that any solicited content is stored in the vCache with the expectation of being served from the cache for a second or higher request. In this way, we are modelling differentiation can be multiple, such as overall service offering pricing, etc.

For the analysis we will consider the presence of four ISPs with different market shares, as follows:

- Service Provider A: 40%
- Service Provider B: 30%
- Service Provider C: 20%
- Service Provider D: 10%

This differentiation represents a market where a dominant ISP is taken the majority of the share, with two major competitor ISPs as followers plus one challenger entering the market. The specific market share can differ in real scenarios but the assumption here permits to compare at different granular levels between the ISPs as a function of their relative share in a market. As reference, during Q1 2020 the share in Spain of the four main operators in the country was 38.3%, 25.2%, 20.6% and 10.3% for fixed broadband, and 29.6%, 24.4%, 22.4% and 13.9% for mobile access, respectively.
what would result from a peak demand in the aforementioned conditions. This procedure generates two views: (i) the view of the solicited unique contents that would be generated in case each of the ISPs maintain separated vCaches, and (ii) the view of the solicited unique contents if the ISPs share the vCache. From the comparison of both views, conclusions about the efficiency of the shared cache approach can be obtained.

For the selection of the content, a content is identified according to the Zipf distribution as defined in sub-section IV.A. Then, the end user is associated to an ISP according to the market share percentages specified in IV.C. Finally, that user is assigned to a vCache node. The simulation, as first approximation to the problem, will assume a uniform distribution of end users among the vCaches. This implies that, roughly, the same number of end users is considered per vCache.

F. Description and parametrization of the simulation

In order to build up the simulations we have used the multi-paradigm numerical computing development environment and proprietary programming language MATLAB, running on a server counting on two 2.20GHz vCPUs, 16GB RAM and 200GB storage capacity.

Table I summarizes the parameters of the simulation. Each simulated scenario run on average for 2 hours and a half, generating 5MB of data. Twenty scenarios were run, with minor deviations among runs, confirming the validity of the obtained results. The results here presented are based on the average values of one of that runs.

Caching contents produces a clearer advantage in the reduction of traffic in the networks, from the peering and transit points up to the locations of the vCaches. However, such efficiency comes at the cost of deploying different levels of computing infrastructure in the network. In order to measure that trade-off, we define the following ratio $R$ as

$$ R = \frac{\text{# stored objects}}{\text{# end users requesting contents}} \quad (3) $$

The lower $R$, less storage is needed for serving the same amount of end users at a given instant. Fig. 2 shows the results of the simulation, showing the percentage of the total number of cached contents with respect to the number of end users. In general terms, intuitively, the better $R$ is achieved when the larger the number of end users and the lower the number of locations. Essentially, concentrating the contents in few locations reduce the need of having multiple replicas of the same content, mainly the popular ones. The counterpart of this approach is that having fewer locations for vCaches imposes certain degree of centralization, then implying more usage of networking resources for distributing the traffic from the vCache locations towards the end users.

**TABLE I. PARAMETERS OF THE SIMULATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skew factor ($\alpha$)</td>
<td>0.6 and 0.9</td>
<td>Power-law factor of the Zipf distribution of content selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of contents</td>
<td>[500, 5000]</td>
<td>Number of selectable contents in the scenario under evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of end users</td>
<td>[10000, 1000000]</td>
<td>Population of users simultaneously demanding content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ISPs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>The ISPs have the following market share over the base of users, respectively: 40%, 30%, 20% and 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of locations</td>
<td>[100, 1000]</td>
<td>Locations where vCaches are deployed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be also observed that following the shared approach clearly improves the ratio of stored content in the network, that is, for the same number of locations and end users requesting contents, less storage is needed. This is also intuitive in the sense that concentrating the demands from the different ISPs, the number of replicas for the less popular content becomes also reduced.

The trade-off between networking and compute/storage resources for the overall network design with the shared and non-shared vCache approaches is left for further study. We now focus on understanding the particular efficiencies achieved when sharing vCache VNFs among all the ISPs versus maintaining separated VNFs per ISP in the network.

V. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF vCACHE VNF SHARING

The following sub-sections analyze the impact of the distinct factors in the simulation from the perspective of
shared VNFs performing the caching of contents. In this respect, it can be considered the achieved efficiency \( E \) as the ratio between the average stored contents per vCache in the both the shared vs non-shared network scenarios. Fig. 3 provides an overview of \( E \) when varying the number of contents offered, the user preferences on that contents, the number of locations where the vCaches are instantiated, and the number of end users simultaneously requesting contents.

A. Impact of the content offer

In general terms, as the content offer increases, i.e. as more contents are available to the end users, the efficiency gain of the shared cache approach diminishes. This is due to the fact that the more contents are selectable, the higher the dispersion of the chosen contents is. Thus, the coincidence of election of contents among ISPs is also reduced, which implies that in shared vCache more individual contents need to be stored.

B. Impact of user preferences

The end user preferences can be more or less disperse. The higher the dispersion, the larger the number of individual content selected.

In Fig. 3 the effect of the dispersion can be observed by comparing the charts with different skew factor. When the selection of content is more concentrated (i.e., higher value of \( \alpha \), or less variance of the distribution), the efficiency becomes higher for the shared vCache case.

As an example, Fig. 4 represents the efficiency achieved by the shared vCache for 50000 users distributed across 500 locations when 2000 contents are available with both \( \alpha = 0.6 \) and \( \alpha = 0.9 \). The absolute difference in terms of average cached contents are 177.8 and 166 respectively. Despite the number of contents decreases in absolute value, the relative efficiency increases with greater values of \( \alpha \). That is, the shared approach is better when the preference in the selection of the content is less dispersed.

C. Impact of the number of locations

As long as the number of vCache locations increases, the efficiency of the shared approach decreases. Two effects can be considered here. On the one hand, distributing end users among more vCaches implies the replication of the more popular contents in all the caches. Furthermore, the gain on the less popular contents obtained when concentrating them in less locations is diluted, also provoking the need of storing more objects across the network for those less demanded contents. Fig. 5 shows graphically that trend.

As observed, when the preferences of the users are more dispersed (\( \alpha = 0.6 \)) the gain is severely reduced especially for high number of locations. While the percentage of efficiency is similar for low number of locations (e.g., 32.9% when \( \alpha = 0.9 \) and 32.6% when \( \alpha = 0.6 \) for 100 vCaches), it becomes lessened for high number of them (e.g., 17.6% when \( \alpha = 0.9 \) and 9.0% when \( \alpha = 0.6 \) for 1000 nodes).

D. Impact of the number of end users

As the number of users increases, the number of requested contents also increases. Due to the different popularity of the contents, the number of contents will not grow at the same pace, since certain contents will be already cached. Fig. 6
shows this fact by illustrating the evolution in the number of cached contents for both shared and non-shared situations.

Interestingly, as the number of end users grows, the efficiency of the shared approach also increase. Clearly, the more popular contents in the shared approach will be cached only once instead of four times (one per each of the ISPs), clearly contributing to the reduction of cached contents. However, as the number of end users increases, also less popular contents will be subject of coincidence in the end users requests, thus contributing to the overall efficiency of the shared scheme.

![Graph showing variation in total cached contents](image)

**Fig. 5.** Variation on the number of total cached contents when increasing of vCache locations for 3000 selectable contents for 350000 simultaneous end users

**α = 0.6**

![Graph showing number of total cached contents](image)

**Fig. 6.** Number of total cached contents as the number of end users grows from 10000 to 1000000 for shared and non shared approaches for α = 0.9, 4000 selectable contents and 100 locations.

**VI. ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT**

In order to perform an assessment of the economics of the shared approach we will consider the following cost function per individual vCache location.

\[
Cost_{vcache} = \gamma + \rho \times \epsilon
\]

where \(\gamma\) represents the costs associated to the instantiation of the vCache in terms of processing and volatile memory, \(\rho\) indicates the number of stored contents in the cache, and \(\epsilon\) is the storage cost per content. For simplicity, all the vCaches are assumed to require similar CPU and RAM capacity, as well as all the contents are considered to have the same storage needs. For comparison, the total cost should consider the contribution to the cost of all the vCaches instantiated for satisfying the end users demand.

For the non-shared approach, the total cost will be the sum of the individual costs per ISP, i.e. four different VNFs each of them dimensioned to the specific needs of a particular ISP. In the case of the shared vCache, the cost will be the one of the shared VNF aggregating all the contents. How the split of costs is performed for each of the ISP in the latter case is out of scope of the paper, but it can be assumed that such split could be based on the actual number of content requests by the end users of each ISP, so proportional to the market share.

![Graph showing savings in cost](image)

**Fig. 7.** Presents one sample case of the average values of content stored per ISP, as well as the resulting stored contents when sharing the vCache.

To calculate the cost we apply a sensitivity analysis based on the relation among the unitary cost of the CPU and RAM per vCache, \(\gamma\), and the unitary cost of storage per content, \(\epsilon\). We then consider three scenarios

- **Scenario 1:** \(\epsilon = 0.01 \gamma\)
- **Scenario 2:** \(\epsilon = 0.1 \gamma\)
- **Scenario 3:** \(\epsilon = 0.5 \gamma\)

With that in mind, and assigning a unitary cost of 1 Cost Units [CU] to \(\gamma\), Table II presents a sample economic assessment considering 500000 end users accessing over 3000 selectable contents, and for 100, 500 and 1000 vCache locations. The assessment is calculated for the two skew factors in the simulation, 0.6 and 0.9 respectively.

The costs for the non-shared case is calculated as the sum of the individual costs per ISP, while in the case of the shared vCache, the cost is calculated considering a single vCache per node for all the ISPs. In order to estimate the costs per ISP the total cost of the shared case is divided proportionally to the assumed market share per ISP.

The table presents the overall [CUs] per solution as well as the percentage of savings for the shared vs non-shared cases. The calculation takes the absolute values for all the vCaches locations.

As can be observed from the analysis, there are important savings when the shared approach is followed. The savings are higher for lower values of \(\epsilon\) (i.e. storage costs) mainly due to the fact that, when sharing, the overhead processing costs of the vCache are reduced from 4 times (one per ISP) just to 1 (the shared vCache). The processing costs impact more severely to the ISPs with lower market share, since that processing costs can be considered as fixed independently of the number of contents to be delivered.

Obviously, for a given number of locations, the total costs increase as \(\epsilon\) grows, since the contribution of storage to the total cost increases as well. The costs also increase as the number of locations increases, essentially because both the
processing costs of the vCache (one per location) and the number of contents stored in the network increase, as well.

The impact of the skew factor does not vary too much the relative savings in percentage, with better behavior as \( \alpha \) increases, but not significant. In absolute terms, the higher the concentration of user preferences (i.e., higher \( \alpha \)), the lower the overall cost.

When looking at the impact on the ISPs, the most benefitted ISPs of following the shared approach are the ones with lower market share, showing very important savings. As the weight of the number of contents in the final cost increases, the savings are reduced. This is because the fixed costs of the vCache processing are diluted when summed up with the storage costs. This is more obvious on the ISPs with higher market share, since they contribute more to the total number of contents requested in the network.

**TABLE II. ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT (500000 END USERS, 3000 AVAILABLE CONTENTS, 100/500/1000 NODES)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISP</th>
<th>Non-Shared</th>
<th>Shared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISP-1</td>
<td>37521.3</td>
<td>2751.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-2</td>
<td>11590.3</td>
<td>945.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-3</td>
<td>7067.0</td>
<td>1315.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP-4</td>
<td>5697.7</td>
<td>2161.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 7. Total average cached contents per individual ISP and when sharing the vCache for 100, 500 and 1000 locations, considering 500000 end users and 3000 available contents.**

**VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK**

Video content is, and will be for long, the major component of traffic in existing ISP networks. Most of that content is provided nowadays by means of CDNs operated by a limited number of OTTs, then resulting in common content catalogues consumed by end users of different ISPs. The introduction of virtualization mechanisms are incentivizing, on one hand, propositions for virtualizing caches to deliver the streaming content, and, in the other hand, facilitating the sharing of network infrastructures. Here we have explored the intersection of both comparing by simulation a network scenario where multiple ISPs shared virtualized caches instead of maintaining separate ones, on a common infrastructure.

The result of the analysis presents clear advantages when following the vCache shared scenario, in terms of consumed resources for the different situations considered. The sharing schema outperforms the non-shared one, especially relevant for those ISPs that could have less market share. The analysis considered on-demand content however the results can be extrapolated to whatever other scenario. However in some other cases, such as e.g. live content, the relevance of the storage component is not as high as in the on-demand case.

As further work, different lines of complementary research emerge. One of them is to analyze the impact of fixing the size of the cache in such a way that a limited number of contents can be stored. This will provoke that some of the contents should be obtained from remote locations, then impacting on
the transport network costs. With that variable, the analysis can be focused on the convenient size of the share and non-shared vCaches for trading off the overall network costs. Another one, is to add the temporal dimension to the analysis, that is, the variation along the time on the use behavior. This can provide a view on the convenience of dynamically instantiate new caches in the network taking profit of the flexibility provided by virtualization. Finally, apart from the network costs, another interesting analysis can come from an analysis centered on the energy efficiency achieved with shared schemas.
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